















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Result,	s	 Average,	s	 Result,	s	 Average,	s	
<Bag	type	1>	
178	
181,6	
162	
162,6	
193	 173	
165	 165	
170	 154	
202	 159	
<Bag	type	2>	
179	
173,6	
158	
167,2	
158	 162	
194	 165	
169	 181	
168	 170	
<Bag	type	3>	
112	
124,8	
142	
125,2	
125	 117	
129	 106	
118	 132	
140	 129	
<Bag	type	4>	
200	
179,2	
166	
167,8	
191	 152	
162	 147	
175	 184	
168	 190	
	
Then	difference	between	average	results	was	counted	for	every	category	and	multi-
plied	with	average	daily	assembled	amount	of	bags	mentioned	in	previous	chapter.	
Difference	is	presented	in	Table	8.	
Table	8	Difference	in	time	(seconds)	spent	for	assembling	daily	
Type	of	bag	 4	workers	 5	workers	
<Bag	type	1>	 817,6	 832,3	
<Bag	type	2>	 1089	 1064,7	
<Bag	type	3>	 221,4	 196,2	
<Bag	type	4>	 567	 482	
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Then	this	difference	was	multiplied	with	150	days	in	a	season	and	divided	by	3600	to	
present	result	in	hours	(Table	9).	
Table	9	Difference	in	time	(hours)	during	the	season	
Type	of	bag	 4	workers	 5	workers	
<Bag	type	1>	 34,07	 34,68	
<Bag	type	2>	 45,38	 44,36	
<Bag	type	3>	 9,23	 8,18	
<Bag	type	4>	 23,63	 20,08	
	
Since	the	salary	of	worker	is	11,78	€	per	hour,	the	result	above	was	multiplied	with	
the	salary	and	amount	of	workers.	Total	difference	in	costs	presented	in	Table	10.	
Table	10.	Total	difference	in	staff	costs	related	to	the	process	
Type	of	bag	 4	workers	 5	workers	
<Bag	type	1>	 			1	605,22	€		 			2	042,60	€		
<Bag	type	2>	 			2	138,07	€		 			2	612,95	€		
<Bag	type	3>	 						434,68	€		 						481,51	€		
<Bag	type	4>	 			1	113,21	€		 			1	182,91	€		
Total	 			5	291,18	€		 			6	319,97	€		
	
These	calculations	have	shown	a	rough	result	of	about	6000	€	savings,	what	can	be	
achieved	through	re-engineered	layout	and	implementation	of	principles	of	lean	pro-
duction	and	quality	management	as	a	part	of	operation	management.	Proper	and	
more	detailed	implementation	could	definitely	achieve	even	better	results.	Further-
more,	continual	improvement	of	quality	could	keep	that	result	and	even	improve	it.	
	
6. Conclusions	
Nowadays,	both	service	and	product	markets	are	on	a	high	competitive	level,	what	
makes	every	year	harder	and	harder	to	get	new	clients	and	increase	profit	through	
increasing	the	revenue.	In	this	situation	cost	reduction	becomes	very	important	part	
of	management,	opening	new	perspectives	for	managers.		
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Logistics	in	wide	meaning	presents	in	almost	every	company.	It	does	not	matter	ser-
vice	or	production,	cleaning	or	aircraft	assembly,	some	aspects	of	logistics	always	
matter.	And	that	makes	logistics	improvements	so	crucial	and	effective	when	they	
are	made	in	a	correct	way	by	skilled	professionals.	
This	study	goal	is	not	only	to	solve	certain	problem	and	improve	exact	process,	what	
was	suggested,	but	moreover	to	show	how	small	and	(what	is	very	important)	cost-
less	improvements	can	bring	significant	savings	(profit)	of	3-4	monthly	salaries	of	em-
ployees	or	even	more	if	indirect	costs	are	taken	into	account.	
Study	has	put	certain	research	questions	and	answered	them	through	sequential	
gathering	of	data,	following	analysis	and	suggestions	for	improvement	of	revealed	
problems	and	weaknesses.	
7. Discussion	
As	it	was	mentioned	in	a	Chapter	“Motivation”,	idea	of	the	research	came	during	
seasonal	work	in	a	company.	It	came	because	knowledge	got	during	three	years	of	
studying	Logistics	Engineering	is	not	just	some	abstract	information.	It	has	very	ap-
plied	nature.	And	it	opens	big	perspective	for	logistics	specialists,	since	logistics	may	
be	not	main	company’s	operation	but	vital	part	of	businesses	at	present	time.	
Once	a	person	got	a	knowledge	of	lean	philosophy,	JIT	production	and	other	theoret-
ical	concepts	(which	actually	have	many	practical	realization	all	over	the	world),	it	is	
not	possible	not	to	think	how	to	organize	processes	smart	and	convenient.	It	is	hu-
man	nature	to	aim	for	perfection.	And	logistics	is	pretty	much	about	it	–	In	right	
Time,	in	right	Place,	in	right	Condition.	
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